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Introduction
Astral Sailors: Civil War (ASCW) is a boardgame designed to recreate small 
scaled combats, urban warfare in a squad to platoon level, for 2 to 8 players. 
Game combats are fast, requires few miniatures models and there is constant 
action where theweight of randomness has been balanced by adding real un-

certaninty, offering this way a unique experience to the players.
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General Rules

Front and Rearguard: All units have front 
and rearguard. Each side/halff is divided by 
an imaginary (or marked) line that go across  
the center of the base, perpendicularly to the 
direction to which the model is looking at. 
(img 01)

Modifiers: If by rolling dice, it is needed to 
surpass a 7+ or more (and without the dia-
meter of the enemy base being double than 
owns), it will be enough to roll a 6+ followed 
by a 5+ to success. (img 02).

Line of sight: It is considered that an enemy 
is in sight and can be attacked if between the 
center of his square and the attackers square 
it is posible to “draw” a straight line where 
at any point there is an obstacle that covers 
75% or more its “silhouette”. (img 03).

XD6: Roll of X dice of 6 faces, e.g: 2D6 rolls 
2 dices of 6 faces.

img 03:

Dice Roll: Each time a situation has to be 
solved by “dice rolling”, involved players or 
teams have to roll 1D6, winning the highest 
result. If there are two or more with highest 
result, they will roll off until there is a final 
winner.
Turns: When it is mentioned to pass a turn 
inside a round, it always will be clockwise, 
and to a player of other team.
Points: They are used to assemble an army 
before battle and, ingame, to summon the 
units that compose it. Some special rules 
requires points to be used.

Preparing the game

Game area: Up to 2 players, an area of 2x2 
quadrants (of 8 by 8 squares each one), 
up to 6 players 3x3 quadrants and up to 
8 players 4x4 quadrants. There must be 5 
obstacles/scenic objects per player, pla-
cing them one by one, alternatively by the 
players. Each quadrant should have at least 
2 of them.
Armies: Players can choose to have from 100 
points onwards to assemble an army, increa-
sing the points 50 by 50 if desired, for bigger

RearG.   Front RearG.   Front

Attacker roll: 
2 DA

Defender roll: 
1 DE

Attacker adds 2 to his roll, being 8 the final re-
sult. Defender adds 1 resulting in  a 7. He is now 
allowed to roll again, needing a 5+. His result is 
4+1= 5, being a succesfull roll, blocking the attack.

Unit “A” is able to attack “C” despite being behind 
the fence, which cover minimal portions of  “C”, 
also, he can attack “E” who is behind the fence, and 
partially covered by the wall corner. As a whole, the 
area covered by wall and fence, does not overpass 
the 75% of “E”, being elegible for an attack. “A” cant 
attack “D” because of it being fully covered by “C”.

img 02:

img 01:
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battles. There must be as minimum 1 civilian 
unit per each militar unit (troop, machine, 
commander, mercenarie).
Teams: Can be composed by 1 to 4 players, 
also can be asymetric (1v2v2v3) as long as 
the players experience and playability is 
balanced. Players of a same team must sit 
contiguously.
Objectives: each team (not player) has to 
roll 1D6 to randomly decide its objective... 
or they can opt to join the fight for the sake 
of making the war and sowing chaos! Ob-
jectives are explained deeply on page 6.
Deploying troops: The game area perime-
ter is divided in so many segments as pla-
yers. Each player deploy area is a rectangle 
of the lenght of the segment and the depth 
(into the board) of 6 squares. Next, teams 
roll dice, the winner start deploying its 
Commander and up to 45 points in troops 
while rest of the units stay in “Reserve”. If 
the starting team has more than one player, 
the one at the right end of the file starts, 
passing its turn to the next players of other 
team, clockwise.
Start: Again, a dice roll is needed to stablish 
who starts playing the first round.

Playing the game

Each round, players will play their turn 
through 3 phases: Points phase, Activation 
phase and Reinforcements phase. Phases 
are played alternately: first, all players play 
Points phase, then all play Activation pha-
se and lastly, all play Reinforcement phase. 
Each new round as a new turns order, which 
is stablished by having all teams except who 
started previous round, rolling 1D6. 

Points phase:  each player earn points by 
rolling 1D6, adding to its points pool as 
much as the result. Also, they earn 2 points 
for each civilian unit in the game area and

5 points for each enemy unit in  a radio of 2 
squares around the main Commander unit. 
Activation phase: in the previously sta-
blished turns order, players activate half 
(rounded up) of its units in the game area; 
after all have done this, its turn to make the 
same with the second half. Activation allows 
each model to do 2 actions.

Reinforcements phase: here, players can 
bring from reserve (units of the army that are 
out of the game area) more troops by paying 
their cost with the points in the Points pool. 
Units will be placed at any spot of the game 
area perimeter, but to no less 3 squares of an 
enemy units  neither further than 8 squares 
from a own or allied unit.

Units atributes

Units have a set of atributes that varies ac-
cording to their characteristics, differing 
from each other and becoming more or less 
efficient for specific roles

Resistence (RE): Indicates how many suc-
cesfull attacks can a unit receive before die.
Attacks(AT): Indicates how many 1D6 a 
unit has to roll when attacking. It is indica-
ted X/Y: “X” stands for ranged attacks, “Y” 
stands for melee attacks.
Damage (DA): Indicates with the X/Y for-
mat the value added to attacks rolls results.
Range (RA):  X/Y, “X” is the minimum 
range, “Y” the maximum range of a ranged 
attack.
Defense (DE): Indicates the value added to 
defense rolls.
Movement(MV):  Represents the unit 
speed with amount of squares to move by 
doing the “Move” action.
Cost (CO): Its the cost to pay for both: 
assembling the army and to invoke the unit 
from the reserve.
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Special rules (SP): Some units have special 
rules, explained further on this ruleset.

Actions

In the activation phase, each unit has 2 action 
points (2 AP, unless a special rule indicates 
otherwise) to perform actions which may cost 
1 or 2 AP. Any unit can save 1 or all amount of 
points to use them in defensive special rules/
actions.

Move: Cost 1 AP. When doing this action, 
the model will move up to as many squares 
as its MV atributes indicates. The front of 
the miniature must be oriented to the center 
of the nearest square in the direction to 
which the movement was done. To orient 
the model to another direction, it can be 
turned by spending 1 AP
Run/Charge: Cost 1 AP. Each time this 
action is made, the miniature will advance in 
a straight path a distance ranging  from half 
of the unit´s  MV atribute to the double of it. 
If the unit runs to enter in contact with the 
square of one or more enemies, it is conside-
red a Charge, choosing one of the enemies 
to receive an automatic attack (with 0 AP 
cost) of 0 Damage. If the charging model has 
a bigger base than the charge target, he deals 
2 automatic attacks instead of 1.
Shoot: Cost 1 AP. To shoot, the unit must 
have its target in the line of sight and inside 
the range of the weapon. When shooting, 
the attacker must roll as many 1D6 as his At-
tacks (AT) atribute indicates and add to the 
result of each die the amount indicated with 
in Damage (DA) atribute. Next, the attacked 
unit must roll for each attack 1D6 to which 
results he will add what his Defense (DE) 
atribute indicates. Then both units results 
are compared by aligning them from higher 
to lowest and for each compared attack with 
higher result than defense, the defender 
receives a wound. (img 04).

Melee attack: Cost 1 AP. Melee attacks 
develop just as the ranged attacks with a 
difference consisting of having the attacker 
to be in contact with the defender square. 
If the attack origin (front of the attacker) is 
from a square belonging to the defender´s 
rearguard, it is added +2 to the result of each 
attacking roll. Its is added +1 if the enemy 
did a shoot action (either be in the previous 
or the same round). 

Wounds.

For each wound a unit receives, the player that 
controls it can pay half of its invocation cost 
(rounded down) to ignore it, otherwise the 
wound rests 1 Resistence point (1 RE). When 
all resistence points of a unit are reduced, it is 
removed from the game area, goes back to the 
Reserve and the player who eliminated it earns 
points equal to half of it´s cost (rounded up).

Attacker 2 AT
0 DA

Because of having “2 AT” and 0 DA the attacker rolls 
2 die, adding nothing to the results, having a 6 and  
4. Defender responds rolling 2 die to which results 
he add 1 due its “1 DE”, having a 6 and 3. Aligning 
the results from highest to lowest, the defender´s  
6 blocks the attacker 6, however the attacker´s 4 
surpass defender´s 3: Defender receives 1 wound.

img 04:
Defender: 1 DE
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Terrain and Obstacles

There are 3 types of terrain:

Normal: plain terrain, solid, air (for flying 
units), water (acuatic units).
Difficult: they slow down the troops speed 
by reducing to half the MV atribute when 
going through these terrains: mud, shallow 
waters, swamp, marsh, fort, rocky, sand, 
snow, ruins, woods, dense vegetation, etc.
Dangerous: terrain that can wound and 
destroy units; they cause each turn a units 
goes through these terrains an automatic 
attack of  “X” DA, where X “Damage” value 
that each terrain is asigned to, e.g.: Barbed 
wire: 0 DA, Acid A: 1 DA, Acid B: 2 DA, 
Lava: 3 DA, Toxic Gas A: 1 DA, Mine field 
A: 1 DA, etc. More can be easily designed 
by players.

Obstacles are all objects and units that gets 
interposed between a troop wanting to 
shoot and its to-be target. If the obstacles  
covers partially the target (minimum 25%, 
màximum 75% of the figure) the divides by 
2 the roll result (before adding DA), being 
1 the minimum. If obstacles covers more 
than 75%, the unit cant be attacked. When 
shooting, it is not considered an obstacle 
those objects in an adjacent square from 
the attacker, as long as they dont completely 
block his line of sight.

Objectives

One player per team has to roll 1D6 wi-
thout showing the result, writting it down 
in a paper. Each result (1 to 6) corresponds 
to an objective, that once it is accomplished, 
the number has to be shown to the rest of 
the teams to validate the victory.

A player can continue battling even if the 
Commander dies during the game, but he 

wont be able to win the game, having the 
option of leaving it at any time.

1) Assassination: Team wins when no 
other Commanders that owns are alive (at 
least 1 alive if there are more than 1 player 
in the team). It is necesary to kill at least 1 
enemy Commander.
2) Glory: To win, it is necesary to accumu-
late as many points in the points pool as the 
number established to assemble the armies. 
3) Manhunt: The team must capture all the 
living Commanders (at least 1) of a team 
of their choice, that will be written in the 
paper. To capture a commander, he must be 
wonded and be aproached in the rearguard 
by a own unit with the same or bigger base 
size. From that point, the  manhunter (who 
cant attackar neither run,  and rest 2 points 
to each defensive rolling results) must take 
the captured commander to any point of 
the perimeter of the deploy zone where the 
player started. While captured, the com-
mander wont be able to do actions, neither 
his special rules have effects.
4) Promotion: The Commander/s of the 
team must kill 3 military units each.
5) Ocupation: Team must capture half 
(rounded up) of the quadrants. They must 
be contiguous. To capture a quadrant the 
team needs to have at least 2 units during 
2 rounds and hold it without letting enemy 
units getting into it until the required qua-
drants are captured, and win.
6) Manpower: To win, each player in the 
team must kill 1 civilian unit per each 10 
points of the amount chosen to assemble 
the armies. e.g.: 150 points = 15 civilians.

Bellicose Hedonistic: 
 
The pleasure for destruction and the 
agony of the other: Except 2 teams, the rest 
can choose to take the roll of a Comman-
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der/s that take part of the conflict with the 
objective of just satisfy the desires if making 
the war for love at art, sowing chaos and 
difficulting the missions of the rest of the 
teams. Teams that choose this path can only 
win if all the commanders of enemy teams 
die in battle while at least 1 commander of 
the own team is alive.

Special Rules

01Counter-attack: After receiving a melee 
attack on its front, and if the unit has 1 AP 
available, he will able to make an attack to 
the agressor, having a -1 to the results. Both 
attacks are solved simultaneously (both 
units may die at same). Cost 1 AP.
02 Cover X+: If the unit receives an attack 
on its front and has1 AP available, he can 
spend it to multiply by X his DE until the 
end of the round, or until he makes another 
action.
03 Detect: Doesnt allows an enemy Silent 
unit to be deployed in a radius of 8 squares.
04 Slipt attacks: The unit (or his weapon) 
can split and divide his attacks (melee or 
ranged) in more than one enemy, having 
them to be in contiguous squares.
05 Tough X: He can stand X wounds per 
round before losing RE points.
06 Elite: Re-roll (once per round) failed 
attacks and defenses. The player earns 1 
extra point per each enemy unit eliminated 
by this unit.
07 Commander: The unit has +1 AP and 
allows to re-roll once per round failed attac-
ks and defenses to own units in a radius of 2 
squares. If he dies, he cant be invoked.
08 Limited X: The ranged attack of this 
unit can be only made X times per battle.
09 Light feet: Ignores difficult terrain, con-
sidering it as normal terrain.
10 Fast: Shooting to this unit reduces by 1 
each attacking die roll result.

011 Reflexes: The unit does not have rear-
guard, all of its circunference is front.
012 Jump X/Y: Because of technology or 
biology, the unit can jump up to “X“ squa-
res long and “Y” squares high, allowing it to 
dodge obstacles. 
013 Silent: He can be invoked at any spot 
of the game area. If it is not invoked in the 
game area perimeter, it must be invoked in 
a spot where no enemy units have clean line 
of sight to it. Enemy ranged attacks targe-
ting this unit have -2 to die rolls results. 
*014 Venemous/Electric X: If the unit 
wound and rest 1 RE to an enemy unit, the 
later receives 1 attack of “X” DA at the beg-
gining of each round, during 3 rounds.
015 Fly: He moves through air, ignoring 
land obstacles, difficult and dangerous 
terrain. He cant be attacked with melee 
attacks from units on the ground.
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Second half of XXV century: a humankind divided in two factions faced in a 
conflict that sees no other ending that the definitive submission of one of the 
two parties. In one side, the Exiled after the CEOs War in the previows deca-
de, now settled in celestial bodies and objects, scattered throughout the solar 
system and behond, organized through a Corporatocratic goverment. In the 
other side the Terrestrial; immersed in a Totalitary Stratocracy accepted -in 
passive/submissive mean- by the population thanks to the effects of two cen-
turies of social engineering, orchestrated by the groups that controlled the 
world in that time, whose descendants where overthrown and exilied after 
the CEOs War by the Astral Entity who nowadays works through the GUN 

(Global United Nations) to control the population.

A.S.C.W. takes us to the conflict zones, whether they be agricultural colonies, 
mineral colonies, technological research or industrial colonies located in pla-
nets, planetoids, asteroids or space stations, all and each of them considered 
of  great interest by both sides who, besides tactical groups, they use - by the 

force- civil population as disposable tools to achieve objetives.

www.amygdala-games.com


